GENERAL LAYOUT
INBOARD OR I.O. (STERNDRIVE) RUNABOUT

1. CONDUCTOR SUPPORT
2. DASH (FUSING, TERMINATION, WIRING)
3. CHAFE PROTECTION
4. GROUND FUEL FILL FITTINGS
5. GROUND TO ENGINE NEGATIVE TERMINAL
6. BATTERY
7. GROUND FUEL TANK
8. ENGINE – SEE ENGINE DETAIL

183.410
183.415
183.420
183.425
183.430
183.440
183.445
183.455
183.460

DEVICES WHICH REQUIRE EXTERNAL IGNITION PROTECTION:
CIRCUIT BREAKER
DISTRIBUTOR
COIL
VOLTAGE REGULATOR
STARTER
SOLENOID
ALTERNATOR/GENERATOR
TILT/TRIM PUMP
BILGE PUMP
VENTILATION BLOWER MOTOR
ANY AUXILIARY ELECTRICAL DEVICE IN FUEL OR ENGINE COMPARTMENT

USCG APPROVED FLAME ARRESTOR
DISTRIBUTOR
COIL
SECONDARY IGNITION WIRING
PLUG TO WIRING HARNESS
SPARK PLUG BOOTS
STARTER
BOOT
SOLENOID
BATTERY CABLE GROUND
BATTERY CABLE POSITIVE

TILT/TRIM MOTOR
BILGE BLOWER

BATTERY (POSITIVE BATTERY CABLE TERMINALS REQUIRE INSULATION)